DOUBLE SPACE all entries for References

Books

One Author


Two Authors


Three to Seven Authors


More than Seven Authors


Corporate Author as Publisher


One Editor – No Author Other than First Edition


Two Editors – No Author


Edited Book with Author


Chapter or Essay in Book


Specialized Reference (signed entry with edition and volume).


Encyclopedia or Dictionary


Government Document

## DOUBLE SPACE all entries for References

### Journal Articles

**One Author**


**Two Authors**


**Three to Seven Authors**


**Eight or More Authors**


**Special Issue or Section**


### Magazines

**One Author**


**No Author**

Scotch tough duct tapes. (2010, April). *Road & Track, 61*(8), 110.

### Newspapers

**One Author**


*If the article appears on discontinuous pages. Give all page numbers (e.g. pp. B 1, B3, B5-B7)*

**No Author**


---

*The Publication Manual to the American Psychological Association 6th edition is available at the Citation Center located next to the Reference Desk.*